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**Valojoulx**

Note on visit to Trou de la Louve. Engravings in this cave were examined by a medieval pottery specialist but no conclusive date could be assigned.

**Saint-Crépin-et-Carlucet**

Short reports on the cave/rockshelter of la Combe in Saint Crépin. The site is a walled up and closed off cave or rockshelter. In addition to a quick sketch, geographic coordinates, geological information, and a short description are provided. Misidentifies caves and openings on the La Brouillie promontory in Saint-Crépin but should be in Proissans.

**Proissans**

Short reports on the caves and openings on the La Brouillie promontory. The site is comprised of a cave, a diaclass, and a fissure. Geographic coordinates, geological description, basic drawings, and short descriptions are provided.